
Dear Harvest Partner,
A multiple of different events have occurred in this nation as well as around the world. Looking at recent events: Riots in the

streets. This year has seen severe weather and still ongoing. Tornadoes and flooding already have been severe as well as a
creeping drought headed for worldwide drought. Can the tribulation be just ahead? The world was shaken at sea level as well
at 29,000 feet, the top of the world, Mt. Everest. Nepal’s earthquake measuring 7.8, killing 8,000 people so far followed
by a second earthquake of 7.3. Also many volcanoes have erupted across the earth. – The world is preparing for a
different financial system as well. At this time China and Russia are formulating a new financial system called BRICS (Brazil,
Russia, India, China, South Africa). All of this is awaiting the ultimate deceiver to come. – And now Part Two of Brother Neal
Frisby’s scroll letter.

“The visions reveal that the anti-Christ will be a super deceiver, an imitator of Christ, will be a religious figure, at first will
work with the federation of churches and denominations! As Jesus will have a bride – Rev. 19:7 – so will the anti-Christ!
(Rev. 17:5) – This describes a scarlet colored beast in association with the end time church. The religious power is described
as a whore who is seated upon the beast of political power! This shows the false religious power will control for a brief period
the political power!” – “Rev. 17:16, describes how the beast of the revived Roman Empire will finally smash any pretense of
religion and commands all worship unto himself! The beast and the woman go together at first. This deadly union is the
worldwide apostate ecclesiastical system! This includes all churches, Protestants and etc.!” (Rev. 3:15-17) – “These subtle
systems are forming into place now! Also as Jesus has power to work miracles and also control the elements by His faith; so
the anti-Christ will seemingly have power! But his will be phantasm and signs of illusion and much of it will be done through
science working with wizardry and deception! This can better be seen by adding a reprint below.”

COMING EVENTS – “We know when Jesus ministered His signs and wonders were truly in the miraculous! He truly
raised the dead, He gave forth creative miracles, He spoke and nature and the weather obeyed Him, etc.! – But there is one
thing for certain He never did use magic, sorcery, witchcraft or any type lying sign or wonder! – He walked and spoke in the
supernatural power of the Almighty!” – “But on the other hand at the end of the age the anti-Christ (false messiah) will try to
imitate in lying signs and wonders similar works of Christ! Yet it will be nothing but delusion, magic mingled with sorcery
and witchcraft and the use of super science!” II Thess. 2:9-11 – Rev. 13:13-18 reveal exactly how he will come and some of
the things that he will do!

PROPHECY CONTINUING – “Daniel the prophet saw many unusual things and some he did not always understand the
full matter! But he did see this world leader in plain view stand up against the Most High! But Daniel said in so many words
that it wasn’t even a contest, and he was utterly broken!” (Dan. 8:25) – vr. 26, “The prophet confirms that it is all true! ‘And
the vision of the evening and the morning which was told is true: wherefore shut thou up the vision; for it shall be for many
days!’ vr. 27 reveals that he was astonished at the vision and none could explain it! He was speaking concerning the whole
chap. 8, but later in Dan. 11:37-45 the angel explained much more to him! Plus the final events would take place during the
very age that we now live in!”

PROPHETIC EVENTS – “Before many of the above events take place we will begin to see more earthquakes, revolutions,
famines, wars, pestilence, strange signs in the heavens, assassinations, economic crises, science inventions startling mankind;
also unusual occurrences that this planet has never seen! Many of which cannot be explained by mankind!” – “Spirits
revealing themselves openly; sorcery and witchcraft entering new dimensions of deception! Young people will be overcome
by these spirits as never before!” – “Intercourse with spirits and familiar spirits will be reported often seemingly as much as
mankind becomes one with them blending into hells order! Our time curve is entering an era; chaos and madness is just around
the corner! Worldwide distress and perplexity will grow! Apostasy will expand, but so will God’s outpouring to His children!”
– “Finally as the age closes the U.S.A. will receive a president who will not hesitate to kill all who disobey the new laws! This
ruler will work with two other world leaders who will finally bring the earth through a blood bath!”

WORLD EVENTS – “We will describe some nations and no matter in which direction they go in the future, this is exactly
the way it will be when the world peace covenant is broken!” – “There are five nations listed in the Scriptures who will
join with Russia to mount a sneak attack upon Israel!” – Persia (Iran), Ethiopia, Libya, Gomer (formerly known as East
Germany) and Togarmah (Turkey)! (Ezek. 38:5-6) – This will draw the whole world into Armageddon! The United States will
go forth to battle too!” – “The above prophecy cannot and will not fail! It will occur at the end of the Tribulation!” End quote.
Jesus’ coming will be very sudden and unexpected and as he said in an hour ye think not! (I Thess. 5:2)

This month I am releasing a Special Writing called “Daniel’s Visions” as well as a DVD, “Visions, Cycles and Prophecy.” –
A time to publish this wonderful message is now! Jesus loves all those helping in this gospel work and will supply your needs,
protect and guide you. May His greatest blessings be with you.

Your Brother in Christ,
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All three new CD’s or Cassettes, $15.00 donation: DVD release: “Visions, Cycles and Prophecy”
“Divine Foreknowledge”                                                                       Also available: “Twilight Visions”
“Jesus! Salvation! Revelation!”                                                                       ($20.00 donation each)
“Anointing – Sons of Thunder”


